
“Did you see those tables with vases 
on them  in the lobby as we passed 
through?” you asked the new guy as  
you and your team rushed to set up 
breakfast in the anteroom.  
“Yes I did, sir.”  
“Good . Take the vases down and put 
them in the back, and roll three of those 
tables in here, right away!  We’re going to 
need two to keep the eggs and potatoes 
warm, and one for sausage and gravy for 
the biscuits.”  

Your assistant returns with the tables. 
“Here are the tables you requested, sir,  
and I looked in the  pantry for sterno, 
but no luck. Does  Chef have a plan for 
this? How can I help? The chafers  are 
sitting right there on the tables, and 
here we are, sir, with no way to keep 
them warm. The guests will be breaking 
in ten  minutes!” 

Little does the new guy know! You 
walk over, reach under the first table 
and flip down a control panel, pull out 
an electrical cord, and hand it to the 
assistant. “No worries. Just plug that in, 
set the  controls for 200, and flip those 
control-panels up and out of sight of 
the guests! No need to let them in on 
our little secret! Do the same with the 
others and we are good to go.” 

Under-Mount Induction Tables from 
Lion’s Wood Banquet Furniture. Just 
another trick up your sleeve. That is 
the magic of induction warming!  With  
electromagnetic warming equipment you 
open whole new worlds of possibilities 
in entertaining -- safely, efficiently, and 
most importantly, with style and flair!  
Warming stations that blend in with the 
décor. Who knew?  
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Induction Warming

Induction Specifications

The Patented Magnetic 
Concealed Induction System 
is designed for durability and efficiency. We offer 
an industry exclusive opportunity to operate up 
to eight chafing dishes on a single dedicated wall 
plug. The induction units are mounted beneath the 
tabletop surface and the induction energy works 
through the tabletop. Industrial-strength magnets 
are embedded under the table surface holding the 
display piece in place during transport and use.

The Lion’s Stone Induction Advantage  
No need to buy new chafers and display pieces. 
Our induction units work with most cast iron or 
induction-ready chafers and pans.   

Our Revolutionary Concealed 
Induction Warming Units:
• Efficiently heat chafers using 200-300 watts.              

(That’s 1.8 - 2.5 amps each!)
• Can run up to 8 chafers on a dedicated 20 amp outlet
• Have a patented magnetic system that attaches the 

chafer to the induction surface. 
• Do not heat the tabletop surface, which stays cool to 

the touch. Only the chafing dish is heated.
• Are mounted under our proprietary surface which is 

scratch, heat and stain resistant.
• Allow tables to be used  as standard presentation tables 

when not warming dishes.
• Feature a control panel  that is capable of being hidden 

from view when not in use .
• Are Green;  no fumes, flames, CO2, chemical smell, or 

empty cans in our landfills!
• Hold an even, constant heat.
• Heat continuously for up to 9 hours non-stop with 

programmable controller. 

Sizes of Induction Tables                  
We offer induction tables in four standard sizes, 
and a corresponding number of induction units:
• 30” x 60”,  with up to two units per table, 
• 30” x 72”,  with up to three units per table,  
• 30” x 84”,  with up to four units per table, 
• 30” x 96”,  with up to five units  per table.
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Lion’s Wood Banquet Furniture                      
Induction Adaptable Lines of Tables 
These are the tables that we offer into which we 
install induction equipment. Please choose a line 
from these offerings and refer to the available 
literature for that line to learn more about the 
materials, finishes, shapes, sizes and other 
accessories available within that particular line of 
tables.  Consult with your local Lion’s Wood 
Banquet Furniture Representative to learn more  
and to explore all of our offerings. Some of these 
are available in suites, related furniture groupings 
that allow you to create a seamless environment 
for your guests.

Induction Adaptable Lines

(Shown with optional 
plate shelf)

Classic Serving Cart

Hospitality Table Mobile Action Station

Tahiti Metal Cart Farm Table
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LION’S STONE: Industrial Porcelain Tabletops 

Midnight Fog

Athena Beluga Vintage Bourbe

Marble Faun Cafe Stone

Solid Pitch (Matte)

Solid Pitch (Polished)

TABLETOP SURFACE OPTIONS

VERSATILE  •  DURABLE  •  MOBILE
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Hide-away Control Panels
Induction controls may  be  mounted in hide-away panels that swing out 
of sight when not in use.  These four images illustrate the difference that 

makes -- set them and forget them,  then hide them away.

Portable Induction Cooking Units
Sometimes you just HAVE TO COOK. That’s 

why we make these available to you. The same 
Induction units as our Induction Action Stations, 

only portable. You really can have it all!


